Atrys Health celebrates its fifth
anniversary on BME Growth
Five years ago, Atrys Health made its debut as a listed company on BME Growth. Since then, the Spanish multinational,
which predictive medicine, precision medical diagnosis and treatment services and is a pioneer in the fields of
telemedicine and state-of-the-art radiotherapy, has carried out a successful strategy that combined organic and
inorganic growth. This strategy has been enhanced by its listing, and paved the way for a revaluation of its share price
above the 600% mark.

Also under this strategy, Atrys has also gone from a €1 million EBITDA in 2016 to an estimated €41 million EBITDA in
2021, in just five years.

Its successful tenure in the stock market has also allowed the company to expand to seven markets across Europe and
Latin America, to lead the Spanish-speaking telemedicine sector worldwide and to own one of the largest networks of
top-class cancer diagnosis and treatment centers in Europe.

In the words of Mr. Santiago Torres, president of Atrys Health, “being a listed company gives you a financial discipline
that has been very instrumental in our rapid growth. We are sure that being a public traded company will continue to
contribute to our ultimate goal of revolutionizing the health sector.”

The BME Growth is a platform that enables promising SMEs (small to medium sized enterprises) to access the capital
markets. In Spain, this is especially critical given that 99% of the country’s businesses are SMEs, and they comprise 65% of
domestic GDP while employing 80% of the local workforce. However, the ability to list on the platform is open to
companies irrespective of their geographical location. While participation on the BME Growth is not limited to any
particular sector, companies involved in technology, biotech and health, engineering, telecoms and renewables are all
well represented.

By giving SMEs access to capital and liquidity, the BME Growth can help them compete on a global scale. In time, some
firms may enjoy huge success , potentially resulting in them listing on the main Stock Exchange itself.

In addition to being incredibly transparent and well-supervised, the BME Growth market provides advisory services to
SMEs helping them with the listing process and beyond. It also has an expanding group of qualified investors who
support, trust and follow the organic and inorganic growth plans presented by the companies.
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